Absfract: We present a simple geometric condition under which all existing odd central moments of a unimodal distribution are non-negative.
Introduction
conjectured that if X is a non-negative integer valued random variable with non-increasing probability mass function and with finite mean p then all its odd central moments are non-negative: E[(X-p)*':+'] >o, k=l,2,3 )....
The conjecture has been established for a variety of special cases (Gilliland and Hsing, 1988) but the general problem has remained unsolved (see also Gill and Gilliland, 1989, p. 66 ). In the absolutely continuous case, the above odd central moment inequality does hold. In fact, inspired by a conjecture of Birnbaum (1950) on the sign of the skewness of truncated normal distributions, Hannan and Pitman (1965) have shown that if X has a symmetric unimodal probability density function and if E[ IX I] -C 00 then for every c with P[ X > c] > 0, the conditional distribution of X given that X > c has non-negative odd central moments of all orders. Their proof does not seem to work in the lattice case. More generally, Runnenburg (1978, Remark (a) ) and MacGillivray (1981, Section 2) have shown that if X has a non-symmetric unimodal probability density function f such that (f(p + x) -f(p -x); x 2 0) changes sign at most once and does so from negative to positive, then all existing odd central moments are positive. Again, their proof does not seem to work in the lattice case. (See Remark 1 below.)
The purpose of this paper is to present a simple geometric condition, condition (1) below, under which all existing odd central moments of a unimodal distribution are non-negative. Our criterion applies to both the lattice case and the absolutely continuous case. In the lattice case, our result generalizes the Frame-Gilliland-Hsing conjecture.
In the continuous case it provides a different proof of the Runnen-burg-MacGillivray result. In Section 2 we introduce some notation and we state the main result (Theorem 2.1). The main idea of our approach is the decomposition result presented in Section 3. We show that if a unimodal distribution satisfies condition (1) below, then it can be written as a mixture of positively skewed bi-uniform distributions (see Definition 3.4 below) all having the same mean. In Section 4 we show that the positively skewed bi-uniform distributions have positive odd central moments. The main result then follows from the decomposition result. Remark 1. If X is integer valued and if Y = X + U where U is uniformly distributed over the interval (-f, i) and is independent of X, then X and Y have the same mean and the same third central moment. However their higher odd central moments need not be equal and therefore positively of the odd central moments of X is not an immediate consequence of the positivity of the odd central moments of Y.
Statement of the result
Let F be a probability measure on the real line Iw. For d > 0 let L, = { kd; k E B}, the lattice with span d, and let md be d times counting measure on L,. The real line Iw will also be denoted L,, the Bore1 u-field on Iw will be denoted 9, and the Lebesgue measure on Iw will be denoted m,. Now assume that F is unimodal, i.e. assume that for some d >, 0, F is absolutely continuous with respect to md and some version of its density function with respect to md is non-decreasing on ( -co, x0] n L, and non-increasing on [x,, cc) n L,, for some x0 E Iw. In the lattice case Proof. Let G and c be as in the statement of the corollary. If G(c, 00) = 1, then F is symmetric (since it is equal to G itself) and its odd central moments exist (since F then has bounded support). Thus
for k=l,2,3 ,.,.. If G(c, co) < 1, then clearly F is non-symmetric and h, is non-increasing.
Furthermore F has finite mean (since G does) and all its odd central moments are well defined (possibly equal to + co) since the support of F is bounded below. Thus Theorem 2.1 yields j,(x -pF)2k+1F(dx) 10 for k = 1, 2, 3,. . . . 0
Our proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the following elementary application of Fubini's theorem which we state as a lemma for easy reference. Roughly speaking, it says that if a probability measure F is a mixture (see Definition 3.5 below) of probability measures all having the same mean and all having positive (2k + 1)st central moment, then F itself has positive (2k + l)st central moment. Remark 3. In the discrete case we are requiring that F be lattice unimodal, i.e. we are requiring that there exist a d > 0 and an x0 E [w such that F( Ld) = 1 and F(x) is non-decreasing on (-co, x0] n L, and non-increasing
The following example shows that if F is merely 'unimodal on its supports', then the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 need not hold, even if condition (1) is satisfied. Put mass 0.42 at 0, mass 0.38 at 2, and mass 0.2 to 3. Then F is 'unimodal on its support' and condition (1) is satisfied, but the third central moment of F is negative.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
First we consider the case where the set { y E (0, ymax): h,(Y) = pF} has Lebesgue measure 0. In this case equality holds in (1). Let y, = inf{ y E (0, y,,, ): h,(y)<pF} =sup(y+O, ymax): h,(y)>/+) and for y E (0, y*) let p(y) be the unique number in (y,, y,,,) such that
where h+(u)=sup{xEL,:
f(x)>u} and h_(u)=inf{xEL,:
For the case d=O, the geometric interpretation of p(y) is that in Figure 1 , the x-coordinate of the center of gravity of the shaded region is pF. A similar geometric interpretation holds for the case d > 0. 
Y [k(u).h+(u)l
Thus by continuity we obtain, for almost every y E (0, vd,
Ck(Y).h+(.Y)l i
Note that for every y E (0, ye>,
lhm(Y).h+(Y)l
Thus solving for (,G(y + AY) -,B(y))/Ay and letting Ay + 0 yields part (c). q
If y is such that /3'(y) exists, is negative, and satisfies (3, then let
and
q(y) =m,([h_(y), h+(y)]) -P'(Y)m,([~-(#wy))~ h+(fl(y))l).
Otherwise, let I$( .) be point mass at ~1~ and let q(y) = 0. Finally, let
where -qo. .y* ) denotes the Bore1 o-field on (0, y*).
Proposition 3.2. (a) VB E 9, F.(B) is measurable. (b) For ally E (0, y*), F,( .) is a probability measure on L,. (c) For ally E (0, y*), F,( .) has mean Pi. (d) Q is a probability measure on (0, y*). (e) VB E -% F(B) = l(O,y.&AB)Q(dy)-
Proof. Parts For almost every y in (0, y*), the prob;&lity measure F, defined in (4) is of the form F, =pU:f' 
+(I -P)U,If' with 0 cp x 1 and r, s, t, u E L, such that r < s < t < u, i(r + u) > i(s -t t), and tp(s + t) + i(l -
p
F'*'(B) = &{F(B)+,([kb). h+(u)] nB)du) ~'BE.GY'. s
Then F = aF(') + (1 -a)F (*) Observe that 0 < (Y < 1 and that F(l) and F(*) are both probability .
measures with mean Pi. By symmetry
By the special case treated above, The probability measure cs defined by equation (4) Definition 3.5. Let F be a probability measure on R. Let ( FP; y E Y) be a family of probability measure on R. We say that F is a mixture of the <,.'s if there exists a u-field CV on Y and a probability measure Q on (Y, CV) such that for every Bore1 set B in R, the function F,(B) is gmeasurable and
The probability measure Q is called the mixing measure. If the support of Q is a finite set, we say that the mixture is finite. If the support of Q is countable, we say that the mixture is countable.
We have proved the following decomposition result: 
Odd central moments of nested bi-uniform distributions
If it exists, the mean of a probability measure F will be denoted p(F) or simply ~1 if there is no ambiguity.
The jth central moment, if it is well defined, will be denoted p(,,( F). The probability measure F(B) = le( a), B E %?, will be called the point mass at a and will be denoted 6,. In the following four lemmas, F is a probability measure with mean CL.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that pC3,( F) > 0 and that the probability measure F( B n (-00, p))/F(( -00, p)), B E 93, is a point mass. Then pCzk + ,, (F) > 0 for every positive integer k.
Proof. Under the stated assumptions, F can be written as F =pS, + (1 -p)G for some a -c p, some 0 < p < 1, and some probability measure G concentrated on the interval [p, cc). Hence 
